Addendum – Schedule Details

Self-contained Special Day Classes Schedule

Self-contained Special Day Classes will follow the District’s previously proposed schedules for
three weeks after the start date highlighted in section 5(a) of the District’s updated Proposal of
March 11, 2021. Starting on the fourth week of attendance, all students in self-contained Special
Day Classes will attend four days a week (Tuesday-Friday). Daily schedules will be consistent
with the District proposal’s Student Instructional Schedules.

Elementary Preps

Physical Education and other elementary prep classes
PE is best done outside, and could happen non-concurrently. Any other prep classes need to
happen concurrently. Band and choir must occur outside.
To be able to have the prep class for every class twice a week, a combination of morning time in
person and afternoon time in distance learning will probably be necessary. It will be up to each
individual site principal to develop a prep schedule which works for the school.
Some possibilities:
While each site will need to work with their unique schedules, PE classes that happen on the
same day could be combined and spaced accordingly outside. The DL classes could then be
combined in the afternoon for PE instruction. In the morning, this will also enable the classroom
teacher to teach only the DL students while the PE teacher instructs the in person students.
Another possibility is that classes that occur at the same time could be combined with one
teacher taking in-class instruction and the other taking DL instruction.

Physical Education
Use games and activities that require no physical contact and do not require students to be in
close physical proximity to each other.
Options for non-concurrent teaching of PE
Option 1: Sharing classes between more than one PE teacher. Have one PE teacher assigned to
online teaching only while another teaches in person. The students in the 2 different classes will
need to be spaced apart.

Option 2: PE teacher teaches the in person students in the morning and then the online group in
the afternoon. This will allow classroom teachers to use their PE time for prep and for small
group work.

Lunch
There may be a staggered exit of classes for lunch. Teachers may need to escort their students to
pick up lunch. Teachers will not be responsible for student supervision during lunch. Elementary
lunch is grab and go and secondary lunch may occur during the in-person school day.
Schedules
Elementary - start times can stay as they currently are. There will be 3 hours of synchronous
concurrent instruction, inclusive of recess, in the morning. Students are then dismissed for a grab
and go lunch. The afternoon is for asynchronous learning and small group targeted instruction.
Secondary - The secondary class schedule will be similar to what is currently offered, but with
periods 1, 3, 5 on Tuesday and Wednesday, and periods 2, 4, 6 on Thursday and Friday. Some
schools may need to change the times of the second and third classes of the day to ensure that
students attending school in person are properly supervised. Students will engage in distance
learning for all class periods on Mondays, just as they do now. For students who are attending inperson classes, each group will attend in-person twice a week, either Tuesday and Thursday, or
Wednesday and Friday. To keep cohorts as small as possible, students are grouped together in
classes as much as their schedules will allow.

